Introducing Willis N2
Willis N² is a partnership between independent
U.K. brokers, the Willis Group – the global
insurance broker – and a panel of leading insurers.
Willis N² was established in 2008, and follows on
from the ten year success of its sister network,
The Willis Commercial Network.
As a member of Willis N² we gain the support and
resources of a global broker. The Willis N² network
offers a broad range of additional services that
are not widely available to non-network brokers
while allowing us to preserve our independence,
community knowledge and local servicing.
Being part of this successful network enables us to
support and strengthen relationships with many more
insurers than previously, and this allows us to offer
better client servicing with improved products and
policy terms. Developing bespoke solutions to suit
your business is critical and we can access a number
of products that have been developed with insurers
exclusively for Willis N². We can also draw on Willis’
expertise for complex and speciality insurance covers
to achieve even better results for you.

We remain dedicated to helping to support you by:
–	Taking time to understand how your business
operates and the factors that affect the industry
in which you compete.
–	Continuing to build our technical expertise
so you can be confident in our abilities.
–	Reducing your risk exposures cost effectively.
–	Achieving competitive premiums and better
underwriting terms.
As a community broker and member of Willis N²
we continue to work to the same philosophy and
principles; offering local, independent, unbiased
professional advice while achieving our priority
of ‘superior service and cover.’ Our personal
relationship with you is vital in upholding the quality
of service that you have come to expect from us.
If you would like to know more about our
membership of Willis N² and how it can be of
benefit to you, please contact us.

www.willisn2.co.uk
Members of Willis N² are authorised and regulated by the
Financial Services Authority.
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